
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL FASTNACHT 

Fasnet in Schwaben 
Down in the Swabian region in southern Germany, a more serious tradition called Fastnacht 

distinguishes itself from the Rhenish version of Karneval. 

The Southwest Celebrates Fasnet 

In the late Middle Ages, all craftsmen had to belong 
to these guilds - "Zi.infte" in German - which often 
ruled very strictly, legislating, for instance, the number 
of craftsmen in the town, the quality and prices of 
their merchandise, and even details of their clothing 
and way of life. Today, only the name "Narrenzunft" 
(fool's guild) for the dubs organizing the festivities re
minds us of this historical background, and various re
forms in the 19th and 20th centuries have changed the 
old customs. Still, every town and almost every village 
in that area observes its own traditional kind of 
"Fasnet:' 

Carnival time In Mlndelhelm. 

Swabian Fasnet 

Something rather special is carnival in 
Swabia, where it is called Fasnet. Traces 
of ancient Germanic cult practices are to 
be found much more clearly here than in 
other regions. 
Members of the Fools Guilds, masked 
grotesquely, sway and weave through the 
streets in the traditional Narrensprung, a 
remnant of the ancient pre-Christ ian 
priests' ritual. There is Federhannes, with a 
feathered headdress, and Schantele, 
whose mask depicts half sadness, half joy 
and who hops along in rhythm to the music 
with his walking stick and umbrella. Most 
striking, though, are the Gschell-Narren 
who carry 40 pound sets of bells around 
their necks. Their masks show huge, 
gaping mouths with teeth, and the bells 
make a deafening noise. 

These customs are best preserved in Rott
wei l, a l ittle town on the Neckar river. but 
many other towns and villages in the 
region observe carnival t ime in very much 
the same fash ion. 

But wherever it may be - at midnight 
T uesday, when Lent begins. the days of 
exuberant joyfulness find a sudden, al
most dramatic end. 

Reitender1e. der Grundholde, 6J 

Hudelmale, Schnarragagges; 
popular Fasnet characters 

from Kisslegg im Allgau, Swabia 

Dozens of people wearing locally traditional masks and 
costumes take part in a carnival parade in the southern German city of Bad Saulgau 


